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Abstract: This project addresses issues concerning the current method of scheduling and filling Basic Officer Leaders
Course slots for new second 2LTs. The goal of this project was creating a simple model that scheduled BOLC windows for
newly commissioned second 2LTs while optimizing costs to the Army and meeting class diversity and dispersal constraints
originally set forth by Army Human Resources Command. This model focused on USMA, OCS, and ROTC commissioned
officers who attended BOLC and reported to their new units afterwards, with no additional training involved. The model
used in addressing this problem was a pure integer programming model run using the Solver add-in of Microsoft Excel. This
model provided a flexible tool for addressing future BOLC scheduling demands in an Army facing reductions in force and
budget capabilities.
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1. Introduction and Background
Upon commissioning into the US Army, all new second 2LTs (2LTs) must attend the Basic Officer Leaders Course
(BOLC). After completing BOLC, new 2LTs can either report to their respective units or attend additional schools such as
Airborne, Ranger, Rigger, and medical school prior to reporting to their first units. Additionally, new 2LTs may also perform
details prior to reporting to BOLC, such as Cadet Summer Training (CST) for West Point graduates or the Support/Leaders
Training Course (LTC), the cadre portion of the Leader Development and Assessment Course (LDAC), for ROTC graduates
(CCReg 145-9, 2008).
The purpose of this effort is to create a simple but effective method to schedule BOLC dates for newly
commissioned 2LTs. This model must reduce personnel costs for the Army while also meeting BOLC diversity and dispersal
demands. I propose a pure integer programming model that schedules BOLC windows for new 2LTs while optimizing costs
and meeting all required constraints. This model will provide a tool for the Army to input expected commissionee data,
diversity requirements, and dispersal expectations in order to receive an optimal scheduling plan that saves the Army money
while also scheduling reasonable BOLC dates.
BOLC primarily seeks to “prepare officers to lead soldiers in combat upon arrival at their first unit” (Freakley,
2008). It is meant to combine the basic skills for leading in the Army with the advanced technical skills required within the
respective branch the new 2LT commissioned into. BOLC is completed individually within each branch, with a single
BOLC program taught to every new 2LT in the branch (such as IBOLC for Infantry 2LTs and AVBOLC for Aviation 2LTs).
Currently, Army Human Resources Command (HRC) has observed that the current method for scheduling BOLC dates fails
to meet two main requirements. The first is BOLC class diversity, which requires a balance of USMA, OCS, and ROTC
commissionees in each BOLC class. The second is BOLC class dispersal; mainly spreading BOLC courses throughout the
year so that new 2LTs report to their first units at an even rate, preventing further delays due to a backup of new 2LTs
awaiting units (Maj. Lee A. Evans, personal communication, 2014).
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